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[MENTION=5e6a4e91]Alcatel One Touch One PC Suite v7.0.2 is a smart suite of utilities you can use on your Android powered device to make phone calls, to perform text messages, to view your photos, to listen to music, to browse the
web, and to record voice memos, and more. You can also download a remote app to watch live TV. It fixes following issues: # The Windows firewall sometimes blocks the Alcatel PC Suite. # The Windows Mobile Device Center sometimes

has trouble selecting Alcatel PC Suite as a download option. # Hotfixes are available to address the following issues: # When displaying an error message, the user interface is sometimes distorted, and you cannot close the error message
screen. # After installing a hotfix, if you download or open Alcatel PC Suite, it cannot be opened because there is already an open instance. # If a remote app fails to launch, we can no longer launch the app from a file. # If you install the
Alcatel PC Suite, you can no longer access the Alcatel PC Suite from the phone's home screen. # If you have upgraded from an older version of the Alcatel PC Suite, the new version does not launch or is not accessible from the phone's

home screen. # If a remote app fails to start with an error message, we can no longer start the app from a file. # The current or next phone call button does not work in the Hotels and Restaurants app. # The current or next phone call button
does not work when the user initiates a phone call through the Alcatel PC Suite. # When you receive a phone call with an unknown number, you can no longer browse your phone's history to determine the number of the phone call. # If you
enable Pocket, the phone call button doesn't work in the Hotels and Restaurants app. # If you have installed the Alcatel PC Suite, the Alcatel PC Suite icon appears as a tile in the phone's home screen, but does not open an app. # If a phone

call or a text message is missed, the user sometimes has trouble searching for the missed phone call or text message. # The Canvas Gallery app crashes when you use an image. # The Windows Desktop app crashes when you use the
following: - Clear the memory used by other apps. - Drag and drop an image.
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